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ABSTRACT 
It is known that the convergence behavior of Galerkin-Krylov subspace methods 
for solving linear systems can be very erratic. A smoothing technique or a minimal 
residual seminorm variant of these Galerkin methods can be proposed to eliminate 
this problem. In this paper we examine a class of minimal residual seminorm ethods, 
and show that this class of methods can be obtained from a variable smoothing 
technique applied to Galerkin methods. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
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1. BACKGROUND 
M. HEYOUNI AND H. SADOK 
A Krylov subspace method for solving the linear system 
Ax =f ,  (1) 
consists in generating an iterate x k = x 0 + to k through a correction to k in 
the Krylov subspace 
Kk(ro, A) = span{r 0, Aro,. . . ,  A k-lro}, 
where x 0 is a given vector and r 0 = f - Ax 0 is the initial residual. The matrix 
A is a real square matrix of dimension n, i.e. A ~ ~n×n, and f ,  x E ~n. 
In this paper we focus on a pair of Krylov subspace methods. These two 
methods are Galerkin (GAL) methods and minimal residual seminorm (MRSe) 
methods. 
1.1. Galerkin Methods 
In Galerkin methods, the iterate is chosen such that its residual is 
orthogonal to a subspace of R". This Galerkin condition can be written as 
r k ± span{ Yl . . . . .  Yk}, (2) 
where {Yl . . . . .  Yk} is a set of linearly independent vectors of ~". 
The biconjugate gradient (BCG) [7, 3] and the Arnoldi method [10] are 
Galerkin methods. In fact, these two methods are obtained by setting, in (2), 
Yi = (Ar) i - ly,  (where y is an arbitrary vector) and Yi = Ai-lro, respec- 
tively. 
In Galerkin methods, the Euclidean residual norms ]lrk ll2, k = 1, 2 . . . . .  
may oscillate heavily. To eliminate this problem, we can use a norm minimiz- 
ing method or a residual smoothing technique. 
1.2. Minimizing Residual Seminorm Methods 
At each iteration of the MRSe method, x k is chosen such that its residual 
has minimal seminorm, i.e., 
Irk[z k = min I f -  Axlz~ (3 )  
X~xo+ Kk(ro, A) 
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where ]ulz~ = u~ku,  and Z k is a symmetric matrix such that uTZku is 
positive for all vectors u in Kk+l(ro, A). 
If the matrix Z k is chosen such that rklz k = I Ir~ 112, we get the generalized 
minimal residual (GMRES) method [11]. GMRES is based upon the Anmldi 
recursion which generates an orthogonal basis for the Krylov subspace 
Kk+ l(r0, A). If in GMRES we replace the Arnoldi process [1] by the Lanezos 
process [7], we obtain the quasi minimal residual (QMR) method [4]. At each 
iteration of QMR the iterate x k is chosen such that the seminorm of the 
residual vector is minimized. Moreover, this seminorm becomes a norm in 
the current Krylov subspace. 
By using the generalized Hessenberg (GH) process [18], which contains 
the Arnoldi, Lanczos, and Hessenberg [18, 12] processes as particular eases, 
we can define a class of seminorm minimizing methods. In particular GM- 
RES, QMR, and CMRH (the changing minimal residual method, based on 
the Hessenberg reduction process) [12] fit into this class. These three 
methods are obtained by using Arnoldi, Lanczos, and Hessenberg processes 
respectively. 
Since residual norms resulting from Galerkin methods may oscillate 
heavily, SchSnauer [13] introduced the minimal residual smoothing (MRS) 
algorithm in order to get a norm nonincreasing function of the index. 
Theoretical results about smoothing have been obtained by Weiss [15] and bx 
Weiss and SchSnauer [17]. 
1.3. Residual Smoothing Technique 
Let x k be the iterate generated by an iterative method for solving tile 
linear system (1). Then the "smoothed" sequence {x~} obtained from {x k} has 
the following form: 
t 
X 0 = XO,  
x'~+j =x'k+A~(xk+l--x~) for k=0,1  . . . . .  
Different smoothing techniques vary in the determination of the coefficient 
A k • 
I f  A k is chosen to minimize I l l -  A[x'k + a(xk+~ -- xZ)] IIz over ,~ • ~, 
i.e., 
t - -  r I 
'~k = - (~k~,  rk ,~k+,  ~)~ 
_ , _ ~' , (4 )  
where G = f -  Axk and r' k = f -  Ax' k, we get the MRS algorithm. 
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If in (4) we replace the fixed matrix Z, by a matrix Z k + l, which changes 
with the iteration index, we get a variable smoothing technique. If the matrix 
Z1, + 1 is appropriately chosen (see Section 3.2), we get a particular case of the 
variable smoothing algorithm called semiminimal residual smoothing algo- 
rithm (SMRS). 
If A k is chosen as 
,'r:+ 1 1 
Xk iirk+lii ~ where 'I'~+1 = 1 1 and T o = Ilroll2, 
r---~ + [Irk + 111------ ~ 
we get the QMRS algorithm introduced by L. Zhou and H. F. Walker in [19]. 
We now recall that Zhou and Walker have shown [19] that the QMR 
method is obtained from the BCG method by using the QMRS algorithm; 
hence 
T: [ BCG QMR~ 
M"= x M1 " + o-Ttxk -xk l  l, (5) 
where ~'k = ¢l/~=o(1/P~) and pj = IlrjBcc]12. 
Interconnections and comparisons of BICO (MRS applied to BCG) with 
QMR (QMRS applied to BCG) can be found in [19, 16]. The application of 
the QMRS algorithm to the BCG, leads to the pair BCG/QMR. Weiss [15] 
has shown that applying the MRS algorithm to orthogonal residual methods 
results in a minimal residual method. Consequently the transformation f the 
Arnoldi method by MRS produces the popular pair Arnoldi/GMRES. 
In this paper, by using the generalized Hessenberg process for construct- 
ing a Krylov basis and a Hessenbeg matrix, we show that computing the 
Galerkin iterates i  equivalent to solving a system of linear equations involving 
this Hessenberg matrix. Replacing this system by a full rank least squares 
problem, as in QMB, leads to a minimal residual seminorm method. Hence 
this pair of methods GAL/MRSe selects their iterates from the same Krylov 
subspaee. The pair GAL/MRSe can also be obtained by the variable smooth- 
ing technique SMRS. The equivalence of these two approaches i hence 
proved. The pairs Arnoldi/GMRES, BCG/QMR, and Hessenberg/CMRH 
will be obtained by these two approaches. 
In the next section, we recall the generalized Hessenberg process and 
show how we obtain the Arnoldi, the Lanczos, and the Hessenberg process as 
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particular cases. In Section 3, we present the Galerkin/minimal residual 
seminorm (GAL/MRSe) pair considered in this paper, and show the connec- 
tion between their iterates and their residual vectors. Finally the particular 
cases of the pair GAL/MRSe are considered in the last section. 
Throughout he paper, we assume that no breakdown (of any kind) 
occurs, except when otherwise mentioned. 
2. THE GENERALIZED HESSENBERG PROCESS 
We shall now describe an algorithm normally used for computing the 
characteristic polynomial explicitly. This method is due to Hessenberg [18] 
and to Householder and Bauer [6]. 
Let v be a given vector of N", and A an n X n matrix. The generalized 
Hessenberg process constructs a basis {b 1 . . . . .  b k} of the subspace Kk(v ,  A )  
by using the following formulas: 
b 1 ~ t) ,  
k 
bk+ 1 = Ab  k - Y'~ h i ,kb  i. (6) 
i=1  
The hi, k are determined by imposing an orthogonality condition on bk+ 1. 
{Yl . . . . .  Yk} be a set of linearly independent vectors of Nn; we assume that 
bk+ 1 3_ span{ Yl . . . . .  Yk}. (7) 
Let Y¢ be the n × k matrix whose columns are Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Yk Then, in 
matrix form, we can rewrite (6) and (7) as follows: 
AB k = Bk + 114k, (8) 
Y? = (9) 
where L k is a k ×k  lower triangular matrix and Hk is the (k + 1)×k 
upper Hessenberg matrix whose nonzero entries are the hi, k's determined by 
the condition (7). In the sequel, we assume that L k is regular; then 
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= BiLAbi ~ 1~ i, and Bi a is the following left inverse of the matrix 
Bi L = L71Yi  T. (10) 
In practice, the kth step in the GH process is as follows: Compute 
u = Abk; then subtract successively a multiple of b 1 to orthogonalize u
against Yl, a multiple of b 2 to orthogonalize u against yz . . . . .  and finally a 
multiple of b k to orthogonalize u against Yk. 
Now we can formulate the algorithm. 
GH PROCESS. 
b, = v; nl = (Yl, bl); 
fo rk  = 1 . . . . .  
u = Abk; 
fo r  j = 1 . . . . .  k 
hj, k ( yj' u) - - ,  u = u -- hj, kbj; 
n~ 
end; 
hk+l, k = 1; bk+ 1 = u; rlk+ 1 = (yk+l,U); 
end. 
The process we have just described may break down at step j if ~j is zero; 
~j depends on the auxiliary vectors yj for j = 1,. k. We can avoid this 
reakdown by choosing at step j a new vector yj. In "fact the treatment of the 
breakdown depends on the choice of the sequence {Yk}~=P For a full 
description of the generalized Hessenberg process and its practical imple- 
mentations, ee [18, 6]. In the sequel we discuss some particular cases of the 
GH process, and for each case, we give the expression for Bkr+ 1, which plays 
an important role in the following section. 
2.1. The Arnoldi Process 
An important choice for the set of vectors Yi in the generalized Hessen- 
berg process is the set b i itself. In other words, we require Bk+ 1 to be 
orthogonal. This leads to the Arnoldi process [1]. It was originally used to 
obtain the eigenvalues of A [9]. However, the Arnoldi process can also be 
used for solving linear systems [10, 2]. Choosing Yi = bi, the algorithm GH 




b 1 = 1); 771 = (b l ,  bl); 
fo rk  = 1 . . . . .  
u = Abk; 
fo r  j = 1 . . . . .  k 
(bj, u) 
hi, l+ - - ,  u = u -- hj, kbj; 
nj 
end; 
hk+t, k = 1; bk+ 1 = u; +7k+1 = (bk+l, bk+l); 
end.  
Recall that in practice the vectors b k are normalized at each iteration of 
the Arnoldi process to obtain B k+ 1 = [b 1 , . . . ,  bk +1], an orthonormal basis of 
the Krylov subspace Kk+l(v ,  A). This is done by taking hk+ 1, k = Ilul12 and 
be+ t = u/llull2 in the preceding algorithm, In this case we have B~+ 1 = B[+ I" 
2.2. The Lanczos Process 
There is one choice of the Yi which is of a great practical importance. It is 
when the Yi are determined simultaneously with the b+, and are constructed 
as a basis of the Krylov subspace Kk+ 1( Y, A t )  in the same way as the b i are 
derived as a basis of the Krylov subspace Kk+ l(V, A), where y is an arbitrary" 
vector. We will refer to the vectors derived from Kk+ t(Y, A r)  as /~i, we have 
the following relations: 
k 
bk+ 1 =Ab k -  ~_.hi ~bi, 
i=1 
/~k+1 = Ar/~k - ~ h i,k/~i, 
i=1 
where the hi, k and the l+i,k are chosen such that the vector bk+ 1 will be 
orthogonal to/~1 . . . . .  /~k and b~+l be orthogonal to b 1 . . . . .  bk. 
In fact, we can show that the recurrence coefficients for both the b+'s and 
/~i's are the same and that we obtain short recurrences giving/~i k = hi. k and 
/~k is tridiagonal. For more details see [18, 8]. With this choice, the algorithm 
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GH reduces to the Lanczos process (without lookahead) given below: 
LANCZOS PROCESS. 
b I = v; 19~ = y; ~/1 = (fgy, bl); 
fo rk  = 1 . . . . .  
u = Abk; v = Arbk 
fo r j  = max(l, k - 1) . . . . .  k 
h~, k - -  -- 
u = u - hj bj; v = v - 
end; 
hk+l, k = 1; bk+ 1 = u; /~k+l = v; r/k+t 
end. 
= (bk+l, bk+l); 
The above algorithm can break down if */k+l = (19k+l, bk+l )= 0. In 
some situations, it is possible to continue the process by using a lookahead 
strategy. For a detailed description of the lookahead Lanczos process, we 
refer to [8]. 
Suppose that no breakdown occurs. At each step k we can normalize 
either the vector bk+ 1 or  bk+l by taking hk+l, k = Ilull2 or hk+l, k = Ilvl12, 
bk+ 1 =u/hk+l ,  k and bk+ l =v /hk+l ,  k. We can also take hk+l. k = 
~ ,  bk + 1 = u /hk  + l,k, and /~k+l = sign(u, v) v /hk  + l, k in order to get 
*k+l = (/~k+l, bk+l )= 1. In this case we have B[+IBk+I = Ik+l, where 
/3k is the n × k matrix whose ith column is b~. Hence from (10) we get 
^r 
= Bk+ 1. 
2.3. The Hessenberg Process 
In the generalized Hessenberg process, the natural choice for the set of 
vectors {Y,}~=I consists in taking {Y~}~=I = {e}n)}k=l,  where e~ ") is the kth 
canonical vector of the basis of R ", i.e. 
e~ ") = (0 . . . . .  0, 1,0 . . . . .  0) T 
This choice gives the Hessenberg process. 
The algorithm GH could be simplified, since we don't need to compute 
the inner product ( yj, u), which is now simply (u)j, the j th  component of the 
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vector u. Thus we have the following algorithm: 
HESSENBERG PROCESS. 
bl = v; ~/1 = (r0)l; 
fo rk  = 1 . . . . .  
u = Abk ;  
f i ) r  j = 1 . . . . .  k 
hi, k - - - ,  u = u - hj, kbj ;  
n; 
end;  
hk+l, k = 1; bk+ 1 = u; ~Tk+l = (bk+l)k+l; 
e~d. 
The algorithm can break down if (bk+ l)k+l is zero. We can avoid such 
breakdown by using a pivoting strategy, which is equivalent to taking the 
vectors of the canonical basis of N" (but not necessarily in the natural order) 
and sealing the final vector bk+ l by taking it equal to u/llull~. For detailed 
description of the pivoting strategy used in the Hessenberg process, we refer 
to [12, 18]. Notice that the pivoting strategy will also improve the stabili~ of 
the Hessenberg process. On the other hand, it will compromise its potentially 
greatest advantage--efficiency in parallel implementation. 
Now let us give the new expression of the matrix BE+ 1. If we partition the 
matrices B k and Yk as 
where B~ is a square matrix of order k, we see that the equation (9) becomes 
so that B~ itself is a k × k lower triangular matrix, and then, by the 
Hessenberg process, we construct B k, a basis of the Krylov subspace 
Kk( r  o, A), such that B k is a unit trapezoidal n × k matrix. 
Finally, it is easy to see that if Lk+ 1 is nonsingular then B~+ l = 
((B~+ 1)-1, 0). 
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3. APPLICATION OF THE GENERALIZED HESSENBERG 
PROCESS FOR SOLVING LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Let us see how to get the expression for the iterates of the GAL and 
MRSe methods. This will be done by using the GH process. 
3.1. Galerkin Methods 
By using the basis B k = {b 1 . . . . .  b k} constructed via the generalized 
Hessenberg process and the fact that w k ~ Kk( r  o, A), we have x k = x 0 + 
Bkdk ' dk ~ ~k.  
Requiting the Galerkin condition (2), we obtain 
so that 
Y~'r~ = Y~' ( f  - Axk)  = Y [ r  o - Y [ABkd k = O, 
Y~ro = Y~Bk + 1 I~k dk 
, T Hk 
= LkHkdk ,  
where we have used (8) and (7). But, since r 0 = b 1 and Y~b 1 = l 1, where 11 
is the first column of the matrix L~, then d k is the solution of the following 
linear system: 
Hkd k = e~ k), (11) 
and finally, if the matrix H k is nonsingular, then the k th approximation x k is 
defined by 
x k = x o + BkH-1Lke~ k3. (12) 
For solving the linear system (11), we can make use of a LU or a QR 
decomposition of the Hessenberg matrix H k. 
3.2. Minimiz ing Residual Seminorm Methods 
In order to distinguish the iterates of the MRSe method from those of the 
GAL method, we shall denote by x~ the kth iterate of the MRSe method. I f  
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the matrix Lk+ 1 is regular, then we define the matrix Z k as follows: 
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Z k = (B~+ 1)TB~+I ,  ( I :~)  
where Bk+IL = Lk+lyk+l- 1 L is a left inverse of B k . E. 
It is important to remark that the matrix Z k is not positive definite. 
However, in the absence of breakdown in the GH process (i.e., if Lk+ ~ is 
nonsingular), we will prove 
THEOREM 1. I f  the matrix Lk+ 1 is nonsingular, then the rtgltrix Z~ = 
(B~+ 1)rB~+ l is positive definite in Kk + ~(r 0, A). 
Pro@ I f  x ~ Kk+l(r0, A), then we can write it as x = Bk+~.s', where 
s ~ Nk+l. Hence 
T T L T L xTZkx = s Bk+l(Bk+l)  Bk+lBk+,.s' = srs = llsll~. 
Theorem 1 shows that the matrix Z k defines a norm in Kk+ l(r0, A), and 
so the least squares condition (3) is equivalent o the following orthogonality 
condition: 
r~ _l_zk AKk( r  0, A).  (14) 
Writing x' k = x o + Bkd'k, d' k ~ IR k, we see that x~ is the solution of the least 
squares problem 
min II BkL+l(f - Ax)112 = 
x '~xo+ Kk(ro, A) 
Using (3) and (8), we have 
Thus 
rain I f -  Ax'lz~. 
x' ~xo + Kk(ro, A) 
I I S~+l ( f -  Ax)tl2 = BZ%iSk+t(e~ k+* ' - /4kd ' )n  2. 
B L min  )11 k+l ( f - -Ax) [12  = min 
x' EXo+ Kk(ro, d' E N k 
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Notice that the solution of this last least squares problem is given by 
d~ =/~[  e~ k+ 1), (16) 
where /~[= ( /~[Hk)- l /~[ denotes the pseudoinverse of the Hessenberg 
matrix /4k- Finally the kth iterate of MRSe is defined by 
, n ~+o(k+ 1) 
Xk = XO "4- *'*k L*k C'l (17) 
The similarity in the construction of the iterates x k and x}, leads us to 
seek a relationship between the iterates x k and x~ (r k and r~). 
3.3. Relationship between the Iterates x k and x' k 
We first begin by rewriting some formulas that we shall use in this 
section. If the matrix H k is nonsingular, then 
where 
and 
, n r i+o(k+ 1) (18)  x k =x  o+B kH[ le~ k) and xk =x0+°k '*k~l  , 




U k ~ N 
~k Ilukll~ and uk = ( I t  - n~-xn[-1)f*k. (22) 
ABk = Bk + 114k. (20) 
Now, by using the formulas (8) and (16) in [5] for the square matrix Hk, 
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By using the formula (21), we obtain the following result: 
LEMMA 1. Let  t k be the fo l lowing n-dimensional vector: 




Xk+ I = Xk -}- Oktk 
rk+ a = r'k - Ok Atk,  
where  H k ~T e(k+ 1) tJk+l 1 
Proof. By using (21) and (22) we get 
(~+ 9(k+l) "+" T e(k+ 1) 
Xk+l=xo + (Bk ,bk+l )  " 'k~l  -- Hkhk+16k+l  1 
6T e(k+ 1) k+l 1 
1~ l~+o(k+l) _{_ Ok(_Bk l~[2k+l  ~- bk+l ) 270 + ~'k tak C'l 
= x' k + Okt k. 
Consequently 
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Now by computing H~+ 1 according to H~ by using the formula (21), we 
have the next result. 
LEMMA 2. Let A k be the fo l lowing scalar: 
II,~k+,ll~ 
Ak 
1 + Ilnk+~ll~" 















































































q- 'YL le~k+2)(  Bk, bk+ ,) -Hk  hk+' 1 
(--) ti+o(k+l) ~,r .(k+2)l~ b~.+ ) -H[bk+l 
= XO q- ~k "'k ~'1 q'- l"k+ ltYl I, "k, ~ 1 
, .,T o(k+2)[l~ _ Bk i~;~ k ) = Xk q- ) ' k+lV l  ~,Uk+l +1 
= X~ q- ,,,1' .,(k+ 
lk+ lr"l 2)tk, 
1)T[+I e~k+2) 
~[+ le~ k+2) --  
T o(k+ 1) 
l lk+ l~l 
1 + Iluk+,ll~ 
= xT o(k+l) U~'+lelk+l) 
Ok Uk+l~ i = Iluk+ ,11~ 
yT ..(k + 2) _ 
k+ Ir~l 
0~lluk+,ll~ 
1 + Iluk+ 111~" 
Iluk+,ll~ 
A k -- 
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I ! 
xk+ 1 = x k + AkOkt k 




According to the results given in the two preceding lemmas, we see that 
Xt  ! 
k+l  - -  Xk = /~k(Xk+l  - -  X~)  
r~÷,  - r~ = A~(rk÷a --  r~) ;  
'~'k = 
(r~+ 1 - r~, rk+ 1 - -  r~)zk+l  
(rk+ 1 - r~, rk+ 1 - r~)z~+, ' 
rk + 1 -  r k = - Ok At  k and t k ~ Kk + l( r 0,A) ,  
so rk+ 1 - r'k ~ AKk  + l(r0, A), and thanks to the orthogonality condition (14) 
we have (r~+ 1, rk+ 1 - r~)Zk+ 1 = 0. Finally we have the main result. 
The iterates xk, x' k and  the i r  res idual  vectors rk, r '  k are THEOREM 2. 
such that  
and  
where  
! f xk+l  - xk = Xk(xk+~ --  x~)  
r~÷l  - r~ = Xk( rk÷l  - -  r~) ,  
(r~, rk÷l-  r~)z~+l 
)t k - -  / I t \ " trk+l - r~ ,  rk+~ - rk )z~+~ 
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This last result shows that the MRSe method is obtained from the GAL 
method by the variable smoothing technique SMRS. 
4. PARTICULAR CASES 
In this section, we shall rewrite the result given in Theorem 2 for the 
particular cases of the generalized Hessenberg process een in Section 2. 
4.1. The Arnoldi / GMRES Pair 
By using the Arnoldi process and the Galerkin condition rk ± Kk(r0, A), 
we see that the Galerkin method reduces to the Arnoldi method, also called 
the full orthogonalization method (FOM) [10, 11]. 
Before giving the corresponding MRSe method, let us give the expression 
for the matrix Z k and its associated seminorm. 
From Section 2.1 we have B~+ 1 --- T = Bk+lBk+l ,T  Bk + 1, so Z k and then we 
have the following result. 
LEMMA 3. The Euclidean norm and the Zk-seminorm are equivalent in 
Kk + l( ro, A). 
Proof. For any x, y ~ Kk+ l(r0, A), we have x = B k + is and y = B k + it 
where s, t ~ •k+ 1. Consequently 
(x,  y)z  k = xTZky = sTB~+IBk+IBf+IBk+I t = ( x, y),  
and in particular II x llzk = II x 112. 
Hence the MRSe method becomes the GMRES method. Finally, the 
results of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 show that GMRES method is obtained 
from the Arnoldi method by a smoothing technique where the residual norms 
are minimized in the Euclidean norm, as was proved by Weiss [15]. 
4.2. The BCG//QMR Pair 
The BCG method is obtained by using the Lanczos process and the 
Galerkin condition rk ± Kk(y, AT). Hence BCG is the Galerkin method, and 
QMB (without lookahead) [4, 8] is the corresponding MRSe method. 
We have seen in the Lanczos process (see Section 2.2) that in the absence 
of breakdown BL I  =/3~+ 1, wl~ich gives Z k =/~k +1/~[÷ 1. Then by using 
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Theorem 2, we can state that QMR is obtained by applying SMRS to BCG. 
Hence we have formulated the result given by L. Zhou and H. F. Walker 
cited earlier under a formulation similar to that of W. SchSnauer. 
4.3. The Hessenberg/CMRH Pair 
Making use of the Hessenberg process and of the condition (2) gives the 
Hessenberg method for solving linear systems. It is easy to see that this 
method is the Galerkin method. The CMRH method [12] is the correspond- 
ing MRSe method; it is obtained by using the Hessenberg process and the 
least squares condition (3). In this last case and in the absence of breakdown, 
Brk+l = ((Bk+ 1) -1, 0) (see Section 2.3), and then 
( 100) Z k = ( (n~+l) - ,0)  ( (n~+l) - l ,0)= (BI+I)-T 1 - 
0 
Finally, we see that we can apply Theorem 2 to the pair Hessenberg/ 
CMRH, i.e., the iterates of the CMRH method can be obtained from those of 
the Hessenberg method by the variable smoothing technique SMRS. 
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M. Redivo-Zaglia nd J. Von Below for their careful reading of the manuscript 
and for useful discussions. 
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